
Stafford Agricultural Commission Special Meeting Minutes 
July 19,2022 Witt Farm 6:00 PM. 

Call to order by Chair Dave Mordasky 6:05 PM. 

Commissioners in attendance 
Don Bradway.Karl Milikowski,Lisa Houlihan.Samantha Dodge, 
Mark Fonicello,Billy Collette.Dave Mordasky,Deb Szemreylo 

Commissioners were called to a special meeting before the organizational meeting of Farm Day 
2022 to address a specific agenda item. 

Purpose:To establish a preference of vendors that participate in Farm Day based on items 
sold and town from which the vendor comes from. SMC minutes from July 2021 stated that in 
the interest of limited time until Farm Day any vendor could attend reguardless of where they 
came from. No vote was taken at that time. 

Lisa Houlihan moved that preference be given to vendors or farms from Stafford in the sales 
of agricultural products. Billy Collette seconded the motion. Lisa explained that giving 
preference to Stafford farms would better support the agricultural effort in town. Karl Milikowski 
stated that managing the effort would be an overwhelming task. Lisa commented that she knew 
a farmers market organizer that was willing to take on the task. Don Bradway stated that it 
would be difficult to let an out of town farm in but then tell them that they cannot come if a local 
farm signs up later. Billy Collette said he agreed with Don. Mark Fonicello stated that we should 
not restrict who sells products at farm day no matter where they are from. Samantha Dodge and 
Deb Szemreylo agreed with statements already made by other commissioners. Dave Mordasky 
relinquished the chair and stated that if the goal was to make Farm Day smaller then restrictions 
such as this would accomplish that. It is up to the commission to vote as to weather that is what 
we want. 

The discussion was opened up to the public. John Whittenzelner stated that his vision of 
Stafford Farm Day was for it to grow in size every year and restricting vendors would not 
achieve that goal. Kim Milikowski said that regulating vendors in such a way would be an 
overwhelming task added to an existing massive effort to pull Farm Day off. 

The motion was voted on by eight commissioners ,one in favor, seven opposed , motion 
failed. Farm Day vendors will be regulated the same way as they were last year. 

Don Bradway moved to adjourn, seconded by Karl Milikowski. Meeting adjourned 6:25 PM. 
A Farm Day organizational meeting chaired by Kim Milikowski followed the SAC meeting. 

Respectfully submitted, 

-~ Mordasky Chair 
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